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SportMaster F780 System 

Recreation Flooring System 

運動場蓋塑色油 

 

SportMaster F780 ECO Colour Surface 

Economical colour system for surfacing new courts or refurbishing weathered playing surface with acceptable 

substract conditions. 

 
SportMaster F780 Standing Surface 

Four-coats system for new or existing asphalt and concrete courts, playgrounds or similar surfaces.  This system is 

effective in restoring weathered and eroded areas to a smooth, refurbished playing surface.  SportMaster Standing 

surface is recommended for intensely used sport areas. 

 
 
SportMaster F780 Comfort Surface 

Five-coats system for surfacing new or existing tennis courts. Playgrounds or similar surfaces. 

The rubberized and the fine texture interior layer offer a pleasure and a shock protection coating for Athlete. 

 
Remark: The colour as shown is just for identifying zone of different layer, it does not implies as actual colour sample. 

 

  

* This part is optional depending on the pavement condition and profile of surface. 

* This part is optional depending on the pavement condition and profile of surface. 
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Basketball Court 

 

Tennis Court 

 

Volley Court 

 
Badminton Court 

 

SportMaster F780 Colour 

 
* Colour may be vary subject to actual mock up sample. 

Football Court 

 

                                                              


